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CASE STUDY #1 

QUESTION: How do women in their 50s interact with and 
explore fashion? 
As the lead researcher, I designed and managed a project to help an 
apparel company attract a younger audience. Their current consumers 
were primarily 65+, and they wanted to attract 50-55 year old women. 

Methodologies: 
• In-store immersions provided insight into the mindset and thought 

process of existing customers 
• Through online diary assignments, we collected photos and written 

entries from 20 participants, giving us a snapshot of their life stage and 
priorities 

• During 10 in-home visits across two markets, we observed how they 
explore fashion, their media habits, and the role of fashion in their life  

• Six shop-alongs and fitting room exercises provided us insight into the 
target’s mindset and pain points in the shopping process 

Analysis: 
Using a bottom-up approach, my team synthesized video, photo, and 
textual data to create a holistic consumer portrait of the “new 50 year old,” 
both inside and outside the retail space 

Key Insight:  
This “new 50 year old” is in a transitional period of life - as a new empty 
nester, her primary identity is no longer “mother.” She’s striving to 
rediscover who she is apart from her children, and clothing is one way 
she seeks to express herself. However, she doesn’t always know who she 
is, and what “self” she wants to express. This transition can be stressful 
and uncomfortable for her, and clothing companies don’t typically speak 
to her age group. 

What I delivered:  
My team created user personas, divided into three segmentations: those 
who were cautious and uncertain about fashion, those who were curious 
about learning more, and those who were confident and wanted the latest 
trends. 

We suggested a list of online and in-store service offerings that would 
position my client act as a fashion mentor and advisor to these different 
user segments.

Agency:  
Conifer Research 

Client: Multi-billion 
dollar women’s 
apparel company 

Project: Multi-stage 
ethnographic study 

Goal: Understand 
and appeal to “the 
new 50 year old”



CASE STUDY #2 

QUESTION: Why aren’t Millennials buying cars? 
In the aftermath of the economic recession, many players in the 
automotive industry were struggling to appeal to a new generation that 
wasn’t buying cars like their predecessors. Through a multi-method 
approach, I explored the motivations behind this behavior change. 

Methodologies: 
• Quantitative analysis of syndicated research (Nielsen, GfK, MRI) 

provided a catalog of user behaviors, attitudes, and media habits 
• I sourced secondary research from notable publications like Time, The 

Atlantic, Forbes, and Fast Company to understand the Millennial 
mindset outside of the automotive space  

• Through competitive landscape analysis, I studied the successes (and 
failures) of other players in the automotive space 

Analysis: 
To create a holistic portrait of the Millennial consumer, I aggregated 
research across categories including technology, media, and lifestyle. An 
understanding of the broader Millennial mindset provided insight into 
their behaviors within the automotive space. 

Key Insight:  
It’s less about money, and more about a changing mindset. Most 
industry executives blamed the recession for the decrease in automotive 
sales. While it’s true that many Millennials struggle with student debt 
and other financial constraints, my research uncovered a changing 
attitude towards possessions. 

The rise of the sharing economy revolutionized the way Millennials 
viewed cars. Sharing services like Netflix, Airbnb, and Zipcar have 
allowed people to use products without having to own them. This has 
resulted in a mindset shift that doesn’t value “ownership” but instead 
focuses on “access” — a shift that doesn’t show signs of reversing any 
time soon. 

What I delivered:  
I presented a deck of my findings to high-level executives both at my 
automotive client and their media agency, Initiative. The deck included a 
portrait of the Millennial consumer as well as suggested campaigns and 
activations that would appeal to their changing mindset towards cars.

Agency: 
Initiative Media 

Client:  
International 
automotive 
manufacturer 

Project: Thought 
leadership piece 

Goal: Understand 
how to reach 
today’s young 
drivers
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CASE STUDY #3 

QUESTION: In today’s digital world, how is technology 
affecting our relationships? 
For my masters thesis research, I sought to understand how online 
dating is changing the way people commit to and form relationships. 

Methodologies: 
• I conducted a digital ethnography of multiple online dating sites to 

study how various site layouts affect user mindsets 
• Through 18 in-depth interviews with online daters, I gained an 

extensive understanding of user habits, motivations, and behaviors on 
dating sites and apps 

Analysis: 
• Interviews were transcribed and coded using the qualitative data 

analysis software, MAXQDA 
• Data was analyzed using a grounded theory approach 
• Later data analysis utilized theoretical frameworks of: network theory, 

script theory, and symbolic interactionism. 

Key insight:  
Online dating is changing relationships by adding steps into the 
commitment process. “Traditional,” offline dating follows a script where 
people: date for a while, have “the talk” to define their relationship, and 
then commit to the relationship.  

Online dating, on the other hand, inserts additional steps into the 
process. As a result, the new commitment process looks a little bit like 
this: date multiple people, transition from dating multiple people to 
dating one person, deactivate one’s online dating profile, have “the talk,” 
and finally commit to a relationship. 

What I delivered:  
Masters thesis was submitted and received an “A” letter grade. Masters 
degree conferred by the University of Chicago in August 2015. 
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